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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss using CTR mode, another stan-
dard encryption mode, to attack other standard encryp-
tion modes and using other standard encryption modes to
attack CTR mode under the related-mode attack model.
In particular, we point out that when the adversary has
access to an oracle under one proper mode, then almost all
other related-cipher modes, whether they are encryption
modes or authentication modes or authenticated encryp-
tion modes, can be attacked with ease under the related-
mode attack model.
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1 Introduction

Block ciphers are often proposed with several variants,
in terms of a different secret key size and corresponding
number of rounds. Wu [9] presented the related-cipher
attack model applicable to related ciphers in the sense
that they are exactly identical to each other, differing
only in the key size and most often also in the total num-
ber of rounds. In [7], the authors generalize the concept
of the related-cipher attack model to apply to a larger
class of related model, in particular cipher encryptions
with different block cipher modes of operation, but with
the underlying block cipher being identical. They called
it related mode attack and further show that when the
adversary has access to an oracle for any one mode of op-
eration of ECB, CBC, OFB, CFB, then almost all other
related cipher modes can be easily attacked. But they
didn’t study another standard encryption mode CTR. In
this paper, we will discuss how to use CTR mode to at-
tack other modes and how to use other modes to attack
CTR mode under the related-mode attack model.

In Section 2, we briefly describe the standard block
cipher modes of operation. In Section 3 and 4, we discuss
how to use CTR mode to attack other modes and how to
use other modes to attack CTR mode under the related-
mode attack model. We conclude in Section 5.
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Figure 1: ECB mode encryption

2 Standard Block Cipher Encryp-

tion Modes

When encrypting a plaintext P , which is longer than the
block size, n of the underlying block cipher, this plaintext
is divided into m number of n-bit blocks Pi, and each
one is encrypted at a time using a block cipher mode of
operation that includes the Electronic Code Book (ECB),
the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), the Cipher FeedBack
(CFB), the Output FeedBack (OFB) [4, 5] and Counter
Mode (CTR) [1].

The ECB mode is the simplest, where each plaintext
block Pi is independently encrypted to a corresponding
ciphertext block Ci via the underlying block cipher EK

keyed by secret key K:

Ci = EK(Pi).

Figure 1 illustrates the ECB mode encryption on two
consecutive plaintext blocks Pi−1 and Pi.

Meanwhile, the CBC mode uses the previous ciphertext
block Ci−1 as the feedback component that is exclusive-
ORed (XORed) to the current plaintext block Pi, before
the resulting XOR is encrypted to obtain the current ci-
phertext block Ci. In particular:

Ci = EK(Pi ⊕ Ci−1)

where C0 = initialization vector (IV ). Figure 2 illustrates
the CBC mode encryption on two consecutive plaintext
blocks Pi−1 and Pi.
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Figure 2: CBC mode encryption
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Figure 3: CFB mode encryption

The CFB mode also uses the previous ciphertext block
Ci−1 as feedback, which is first encrypted and then
XORed to the current plaintext block Pi to obtain the
current ciphertext block Ci:

Ci = Pi ⊕ EK(Ci−1)

where C0 = initialisation vector (IV). The CFB mode
can also be viewed as a stream cipher mode by treating
Xi = EK(Ci−1) as a keystream that is XORed to the
plaintext Pi to obtain the ciphertext Ci. Figure 3 shows
the CFB mode.

The OFB mode is similar to the CFB in that a
keystream is also generated to be XORed to the current
plaintext block Pi to obtain the current ciphertext block
Ci. The difference is that the keystream is not a function
of the previous ciphertext block Ci−1, but is the previ-
ously encrypted feedback component Xi:

Xi = EK(Xi−1)

Ci = Pi ⊕ EK(Xi)

where X0= initialisation vector (IV ). Note that the
keystream is independent of previous plaintext and ci-
phertext blocks. Figure 4 illustrates the OFB mode.

The CTR mode is similar to the CFB in that a
keystream is also generated to be XORed to the current
plaintext block Pi to obtain the current ciphertext block
Ci. The difference is that the keystream is a function of
a counter, ctr, which can also be looked on as an initiali-
sation vector. Figure 5 illustrates the CTR mode.

Ci = Pi ⊕ EK(ctr + i).
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Figure 4: OFB mode encryption
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Figure 5: CTR mode encryption

There are two variants of the mode, one random and the
other stateful. No matter which variant is used, the ini-
tialisation vector, ctr, is included in the ciphertext as the
first block C0 in order to enable decryption. The counter
is not allowed to wrap around. Thus the decryption algo-
rithm first chops off the first n bits C0 and uses it as ctr,
and then divides the rest of the string into n-bit blocks
and decrypt ciphertext using the same method of encryp-
tion.

3 Using other Standard Modes to

Attack CTR

Throughout this paper, we consider the case where the
adversary has access to an oracle that is able to perform
either encryption or decryption for some fixed mode. This
is similar to having access to known or chosen plaintext/
ciphertext queries under that mode. We show that this
oracle allows the adversary to attack other related-cipher
modes, where the underlying block cipher is the same. P ′

i

and C′

i
respectively denote the current plaintext and ci-

phertext block used in the interaction with the oracle be-
ing exploited, while Pi and Ci respectively denote the cur-
rent plaintext and ciphertext blocks of the related-cipher
mode being attacked.

For the mode being attacked, only the correspond-
ing ciphertext blocks, Ci (i = 0, 1, · · · , m) are known,
where C0 = IV is the initialization vector. It is the
adversary’s objective to directly recover these unknown
plaintext blocks, Pi (i = 0, 1, · · · , m), i.e. we assume a
ciphertext-only scenario for the mode being attacked.

For the mode being exploited, access to its oracle
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Figure 6: Exploiting ECB to attack CTR
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Figure 7: Exploiting CBC to attack CTR

allows the adversary to obtain known or chosen plain-
text/ciphertext queries, and as necessary known or cho-
sen IV queries - though we assume for more concrete and
interesting results that he can only access either a mode
encryption or mode decryption oracle, and not both at
the same time. Having said this, note that a standard
mode of operation is expected to be secure against at-
tacks where both encryption and decryption oracles are
possible [2].

3.1 Exploiting an ECB Oracle

Consider that the adversary has access to either an en-
cryption or decryption oracle under ECB mode. We will
show how this oracle can be exploited to obtain the un-
known plaintext blocks encrypted under the CTR mode.

In our current case, the adversary has access to the
ECB encryption oracle, and is exploiting it to attack an-
other related cipher in the CTR mode. In particular,
given that he desires to know the unknown plaintext block
Pi corresponding to an intercepted ciphertext block Ci of
the CTR mode, he chooses P ′

i
= C0 + i to feed to the

ECB encryption oracle and hence obtains the correspond-
ing ciphertext C′

i
. Since Ci = EK(C0 + i) ⊕ Pi, we can

get Pi = Ci ⊕ C′

i
. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where

the exploited oracle and the mode being attacked are on
the left and right, respectively, and where the rectangu-
lar boxes delimit the parts inaccessible to the adversary.
In summary, we require just one chosen plaintext(CP )
query encrypted under ECB to obtain the plaintext block
corresponding to any ciphertext block encrypted under
CTR.

3.2 Exploiting a CBC Oracle

When the adversary has access to a CBC oracle, he can
similarly use this to attack CTR mode.

Attacking this requires a CBC encryption oracle. First
the adversary queries the encryption oracle and get the
ciphertext C′

i−1
of plaintext P ′

i−1
, then he chooses P ′

i
=

C′

i−1
⊕ (C0 + i) and queries the oracle to obtain the cor-

responding ciphertext C′

i
. Since C′

i
= EK(P ′

i
⊕ C′

i−1
) =

EK(C0 + i) is directly related to an intermediate state
in CTR, namely that Ci = Pi ⊕ C′

i
. Therefore, we can

computer Pi = C′

i
⊕ Ci. This is illustrated in Figure 7.

In summary, we require two chosen plaintext(CP ) queries
encrypted under CBC to obtain the plaintext block corre-
sponding to any ciphertext block encrypted under CTR.

3.3 Exploiting a CFB Oracle

The adversary accesses a CFB decryption oracle and
chooses C′

i−1
= C0 + i, and hence EK(C′

i−1
) = EK(C0 +

i) = X ′

i
can be directly related to a similar intermedi-

ate state within CTR, namely X ′

i
= P ′

i
⊕ C′

i
. He then

computes Pi = X ′

i
⊕Ci. See Figure 8. Repeating this at-

tack will allow him to other plaintext blocks of the CTR.
In summary, we require just one chosen ciphertext (CC)
query encrypted under CFB to obtain the plaintext block
corresponding to any ciphertext block encrypted under
CTR.

3.4 Exploiting an OFB Oracle

In this section, We will discuss how to exploit OFB oracle
to attack the CTR mode.
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Figure 8: Exploiting CFB to attack CTR
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Figure 9: Exploiting OFB to attack CTR

This is so far the hardest attack to mount, and re-
quires a chosen-IV (CIV ) scenario [8]. In particular, the
adversary chooses IV ′ = C0 + i, and hence EK(IV ′) =
EK(C0+i) = X ′

i
. This intermediate state relates between

the two modes, OFB and CTR, namely X ′

i
= P ′

1
⊕ C′

1
,

and so he can compute Pi = X ′

i
⊕Ci = P ′

1
⊕C′

1
⊕Ci. This

is shown in Figure 9. Note that in this case the plaintext
and ciphertext blocks of the exploited oracle do not need
to be chosen but are merely known.

4 Exploiting a CTR Oracle

In this case, the adversary has access to a CTR oracle,
and uses this to attack other related-cipher modes.

The CTR, CFB and OFB modes are sometimes
called stream-cipher modes since despite starting with
an underlying block cipher, EK , using it in these modes
essentially results in a stream cipher. A stream-cipher
mode uses the underlying EK in both its mode encryption
and decryption, in contrast to other non-stream-cipher
modes such as the ECB and CBC that use EK for mode
encryption and correspondingly E−1

K
for mode decryp-

tion. Because of this, it appears that stream-cipher
mode oracles can only be used to construct encryption
oracles for other non-stream-cipher modes. This means
that it will not be possible to exploit a stream-cipher
mode oracle (such as CTR CFB and OFB) to attack
non-stream-cipher modes (such as ECB and CBC).
Instead, we consider only how stream-cipher modes can
be exploited to attack other stream-cipher modes.

Attacking CFB: The adversary accesses CTR de-
cryption oracle and chooses C′

0
= Ci−1 − 1, since

C′

1
= EK(C′

0
+ 1) ⊕ P ′

1
= EK(Ci−1) ⊕ P ′

1
, and hence

EK(Ci−1) = C′

1
⊕ P ′

1
= X ′

i
can be directly related

to a similar intermediate state within CFB, namely
X ′

i
= P ′

1
⊕C′

1
= Ci⊕Pi. He then computes Pi = X ′

i
⊕Ci.

See Figure 10. Repeating this attack will allow him to
obtain other plaintext blocks of the CFB.

Attacking OFB: The adversary accesses a CTR de-
cryption oracle and chooses C′

0
= IV − 1, since C′

1
=

EK(C′

0
+1)⊕P ′

1
= EK(IV )⊕P ′

1
, and hence EK(IV ) = X ′

i

can be directly related to a similar intermediate state
within OFB, namely X ′

i
= P ′

1
⊕ C′

1
= P1 ⊕ C1. He then

computes P1 = X ′

i
⊕ C1. This is illustrated in Figure 11.

Repeating this attack will allow him to iteratively obtain
the next plaintext blocks of the OFB.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we discuss how access to chosen plain-
texts/ciphertexts in other standard encryption modes al-
lows related-cipher CTR mode to be attacked and how
access to chosen ciphertexts in the CTR mode allows al-
most all other related-cipher standard encryption modes
to be attacked. In Table 1, we list our attacks and the cor-
responding text complexities, while computational com-
plexity is negligible.

The five modes discussed above are all standard en-
cryption modes. There are a lot of standard authenti-
cation modes and authenticated encryption modes using
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Figure 10: Exploiting CTR to attack CFB
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Figure 11: Exploiting CTR to attack OFB

Table 1: Related-mode attacks on standard encryption
modes

Oracle Exploited Cipher Mode Text Complexity
Attacked

ECB CTR 1 CP
CBC CTR 2 CP
CFB CTR 1 CC
OFB CTR 1 CP, 1 CIV
CTR CFB 1 CC

OFB 1 CC

block ciphers, such as authentication mode CMAC [6], au-
thenticated encryption mode GCM [3]. We further study
the security of those modes of operation under related-
mode attack model and find they all are insecure if the
adversary can access to an oracle under one proper mode.
So when we have the same cipher being used as the under-
lying component in different block cipher modes of oper-
ation, we should avoid using the same key in those modes
in practical applications.
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